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Instrumentation:
Viola 
Percussion
Piano

Approx duration: 
8'00"

Space-time notation:
All players need a stopwatch.
Individual parts are not metrically synchronised.
Each time cue is visually sub-divided further into 5 seconds intervals. 



This work gives an instruction of actions, then manipulates them by independently varying
the 'pressure/force' and 'pace/rate', subject to the player. Thus, creating a capacity of playing
determined by the player's own limits. 

Defined terms:
'Pressure/Force' refers to the amount of downward energy put into the playing action for
each instrument; downward energy into the bow (viola), downward energy into
hands/fingers (viola, piano, percussion), downward energy into the keys (piano), downward
energy into the sticks/other agitators (percussion, piano). 

'Pace/Rate' refers to the speed at which the action is being carried out for each instrument.
The actions include 'circular motions', 'vertical motions' and 'quasi tremolo', seen across all
parts. 'Pace' of action refers to circular/vertical movements that are always in contact with
the surface,  and 'rate' refers to the speed of a 'quasi tremolo'. 

'Quasi tremolo' means that the action of a tremolo (continuous movement on/between
one/two things, is to be carried out. However, the tremolo does not always have to remain
within the conventional limits of a tremolo (trembling). For example, you may slow down the
'quasi tremolo' until it just becomes long repeated actions. 

Dynamics are emergent in this work, they are not noted on the score. 



'As hard as possible'/'as soft as possible' & 'as fast as possible'/'as slow as possible' should be
the 'absolute limits of your playing', subject to the actions that are being manipulated. The
space in between these limits is split into 1/2 and 1/4's. 

The 1/2 line should be your 'comfortable playing', and the 1/4 lines should be somewhere in
between your 'comfortable playing' and your 'absolute limits of playing'. 
These limits are not static throughout the work, they may vary depending on the actions that
are being manipulated.*

*Manipulating the actions to the 'absolute limits of your playing' may cause some sounds to
become so distorted that no longer remain accurate to the instructed action. For example
(viola), an 'arco quasi tremolo' on an open string being playing at your 'as hard as possible',
may not remain accurate to the pitch of the open string or any pitch at all. Embrace these
moments!
















































